Visit of Uzbek delegation to TUDo

From June 31st till July 11th, in the framework of the International Project “Modernity of tradition. Uzbek textile heritage as a cultural and economical recourse” the delegation from 4 Uzbek universities has visited TU Dortmund.

During intensive program of the visit the members of the delegation have had a meeting and long discussion with Rector Prof. Ursula Gatha, as round table in HDZ about actual teaching problems, discussion in Media Center about e-learning. Members of delegation made presentations in the Institute of Art and Material Culture, visited the AMD in Düsseldorf and Institut für Textiltechnik (ITA) RWTH Aachen University.
Round table in HDZ

Visit to AMD (Düsseldorf)
Visit to Institut für Textiltechnik (ITA) RWTH Aachen University.

Presentation in the institute of Art and Material culture TUDo